The LevelTen platform is your key to more efficient and profitable renewable energy transactions.

SELL ENERGY, EFFORTLESSLY
Upload PPA offers onto the Marketplace and instantly reach qualified buyers, reducing time and money on PPA origination

BUY OR SELL ASSETS, FASTER
Easily discover best-in-class project acquisition opportunities or divest your assets for maximum value

HOW WE DO IT
LevelTen Energy is bringing together...

- **Energy Buyers**: C&I buyers, retail electricity providers, utilities, universities & more
- **Advisors**: Leading energy & sustainability advisors who source PPAs for their clients
- **Developers**: More than 400 developers globally
- **Financiers**: Capital providers and financial investors

...and providing online tools, analytics and standards to make transactions faster, easier, and more cost-effective.

Want to learn more? Email developerrelations@leveltenenergy.com to schedule a free consultation.
LevelTen Energy Marketplace

Accelerating connections, accelerating deals.

SECURE MORE PPAS
With exposure to qualified buyers

SAVE TIME & COSTS
Spend less time on sales and contracting

STAY COMPETITIVE
With custom reports and pricing intel

GET CREDENTIALS TO RECEIVE:

- **Exposure to buyers:** Leading energy advisors and qualified buyers use the LevelTen Energy Marketplace and RFP Automation Tool to source PPAs.
- **Easy RFPs:** Get RFP notifications, quickly respond online leveraging existing Marketplace data, and see how your offer compares to the competition.
- **Actionable market intel:** Receive exclusive market reports, real-time feedback and live project rankings that will inform key pricing and development decisions.
- **Faster deals:** LevelTen’s online tools and standard contracts make the entire PPA process more efficient for buyers and sellers.
- **Confidentiality:** Only validated and credentialed buyers and advisors can access your anonymous project data. You control when and to whom you reveal confidential information.
- **No upfront costs:** There is no fee to upload offers or participate in RFPs. LevelTen only earns a fee after a successful transaction, which means we don’t get paid until you do.

GET STARTED WITH THREE EASY STEPS:

01. **Access:**
Email developerrelations@leveltenenergy.com to request credentials.

02. **Engage:**
Upload your projects by answering simple project intake questions such as your project’s size, expected production, and development status.

03. **Transact:**
You’ll have unlimited access to the PPA Marketplace, RFPs, asset transaction opportunities, and real-time market intelligence.
LevelTen Asset Marketplace

Buy or sell renewable energy assets faster and easier

ACQUIRE THE BEST PROJECTS
Secure best-in-class assets with a fraction of the effort and cost

SELL FOR MAXIMUM VALUE
Maximize the exposure of your asset to buyers and quickly receive offers

HOW IT WORKS:

01. Fast & Easy RFPs
LevelTen will solicit asset sale proposals from our network of developers – the world’s largest – using our efficient online RFP tool

02. In-Depth Risk & Value Analysis
LevelTen’s comprehensive analytics on development risk, bidder’s financials, energy markets, and more will help you select a project with maximum value and minimum risk

03. M&A Expertise
LevelTen experts will support you every step of the way, from determining your needs to negotiating the contract

HOW IT WORKS:

01. Data-Driven Positioning
LevelTen will use its proprietary data on renewable energy projects and markets to determine the best competitive positioning

02. Marketing to LevelTen’s Network
LevelTen will distribute marketing materials on your project to its vast network of developers, maximizing the exposure of your asset to potential buyers

03. Efficient Two-Stage Auctions
LevelTen will facilitate a two-stage auction process and deliver data-driven buyer recommendations based on our analysis

Want to learn more? Email developerrelations@leveltenenergy.com to schedule a free consultation.
LevelTen Energy
1341 N Northlake Way
Ste. 300
Seattle, WA 98103

1-800-995-2152

DeveloperRelations@leveltenenergy.com

LevelTen Energy, Inc. (LevelTen) is a commodity trading advisor (CTA) registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and is a Member of the National Futures Association (NFA). The information contained herein is provided for general informational purposes only and does not constitute advice regarding the value of or advisability of trading in any commodity interests within the meaning of the Commodity Exchange Act. Commodity interest trading involves substantial risk of loss. Access to or use of the information contained herein does not establish a "client" or "customer" relationship with LevelTen within the meaning of the CFTC's regulations.